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Basics

It all starts somewhere
Introducing the Basics range of beds from CAPS.

The CAPS basics range consists of three innovatively designed roller beds that can handle a wide variety of batteries and
roll off heights. The roller bed can also be flipped upside down to achieve lower roll off heights making it even more
universal. These beds have been manufactured for applications where a customer only requires a few spare batteries
and wants a bed that is value for money. The basics beds can be stripped right back or customised by adding and
removing options.

Basics 101
PPT / LLOP – Flip double roller bed
Up to 373mm wide x 824mm long and 600kg batteries
Roll off heights: 100mm – 225mm
Options:
•
•
•
•

From: £299

Front stops - £15 each
side guides - £15 each
additional back stops - £15
floor fixings- £10

Basics 102
RT / VNA – Flip double roller bed
1 off battery up to: 1000mm wide x 1223mm long
2 off batteries up to: 500mm wide x 1223mm long
Roll off heights: 100mm – 365mm (Dead range exists)
Options:

From: £449

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Front stops - £15 each
side guides - £15 each
additional back stops - £15
floor fixings- £10
Heavy battery support leg - £30

Why not consider these beds for Short term hire use?
Prices are available on request.
CAPS Systems Limited
Unit 1 Dunstall Hill Industrial Estate, Gorsebrook Road, Wolverhampton, WV6 0PJ
Tel/fax: 01902 425 663, email: sales@capssystems.co.uk
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Basics 103
CB / VNA – Flip double roller bed
1 off battery up to: 1400mm wide x 1035mm long
2 off batteries up to: 700mm wide x 1035mm long
Roll off heights: 100mm – 365mm (Dead range exists)
Options:
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Front stops - £15 each
side guides - £15 each
additional back stops - £15
floor fixings- £10
Heavy battery support leg - £30

From: £559

Time to add a charger.
The basics range doesn’t just stop at a roller bed. CAPS offer two uniquely designed bolt on charger stands which can be
mounted to the rear of the basics range roller beds.
Basics 101 bed allows a charger post which can accommodate chargers that can be back mounted with an option for use
of retractor to keep cables tidy. Basics 102/3 provides an options for back mounted chargers or for a wooden charger
shelf, which allows foot mounted chargers to be positioned easily.

Basics 201

Basics 202

Rear mounting Charger post to suit Basics 101

Rear or foot mounting Charger shelf to suit Basics 102/3

From: £90

201 Options:

From: £195

1. Retractors - £50
202 Options:
1. Metal shelf - £20
2. Rear fixings- £5
3. Retractors- £50 each
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